KENRO ANNOUNCES AWARD-WINNING,
ULTRA-COMPACT NEW NISSIN FLASH

AWARDS 2016

Kenro Ltd, the exclusive UK distributor for Nissin, is thrilled to announce that the i60A, a new ultra-compact,
high-power flash from Nissin, will be coming to the UK this summer.
Weighing in at just 300g and less than 4.5 inches high, it boasts a guide number of 60, making it the smallest
and lightest in the high-power portable flash market segment.
With its advanced engineering and ground-breaking design, it is no wonder that the new Nissin i60A has just
been awarded the title of ‘Best Portable Flash’ at the TIPA Awards 2016.
A TIPA (Technical Image Press Association) endorsement is one of the highest accolades in the industry.
TIPA member magazines range in content and goals, so the award voting process benefits from a wide
range of expertise. Editors of TIPA member magazines vote independently, taking into account innovation,
use of cutting-edge technology, design and ergonomics, ease of use, and price to performance ratio. Only
truly deserving products can win TIPA Awards, and that is why they are so prestigious.
This is Nissin’s fourth TIPA award in as many years, with the Nissin MG8000 Extreme, the i40A and the Nissin
Air System all being previous winners of the best portable lighting system category.
The 2.4 GHz wireless i60A will be available for Canon, Nikon, Sony, Four Thirds and Fujifilm mirrorless and
professional compact cameras, and is fully compatible with the Nissin Air System. Various slave settings
offer other flexible optical wireless flash options.
The zoom range can be adjusted automatically or manually from 24-200mm, and the flash comes equipped
with a built-in diffuser that gives 16mm lens coverage. A soft box specially designed for the flash head is
included to soften light output and reduce shadows, and the bounce card can be extended and retracted
even when the soft box is in place. The Nissin i60A also has a video light function, with 9 steps of output level
adjustment and a usage time of up to 3.5 hours.
As well as operating on 4 AA batteries, the i60A can also be connected to an external power source to
reduce the flash recycle time during constant high power output.
See the following page for full specifications.
The i60A is Nissin’s highest-spec ultra-compact to date, and is sure to be much in demand from
photographers when it launches this summer.
Review stock for the Nissin i60A will be available soon. To be added to the waiting list and be one of the
first to receive it this summer, please contact Azaria at Kenro: azaria@kenro.co.uk
Trade customers, please contact Kenro’s head office directly on 01793 615836 to enquire about stock
delivery dates and availability.
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Technical specifications
Type

For Canon, Nikon, Sony, Four Thirds and Fujifilm systems

Guide no. (at ISO 100)

GN60 (at 200mm zoom head position)

Focal length coverage

24-200mm (16mm when using built-in diffuser)

Power source

4 x AA batteries

Recycling time

0.1-5.5 seconds

Number of flashes (approx)

220-1,500 flashes

LED video light operation time

3.5 hours

Flash duration

1/800 - 1/20,000 second

Colour temperature

5,600K

Exposure control

Canon: E-TTL II / E-TTL
Nikon: iTTL
Sony: PTTL
Four Thirds: TTL
Fujifilm: TTL

Wireless mode

2.4GHz Nissin Air System radio wireless
Optical wireless TTL slave
Non-TTL slave (SD, SF mode)(*4)

EV compensation on flash

+/- 2EV in increments of 1/3 of EV

Bounce position

Up: 0°-90°
Left & right: 0°-180°

Flash exposure control

1st & 2nd curtain synchronisation, high speed sync, red eye reduction,
slow sync (dependent on camera), FE/FV lock (set on camera)

AF-assist beam effective range

0.7-5 metres

Operation panel

Colour LCD with dial control

Manual mode power ratio

1/256-1/1 with 1/3 step control

Mode

Auto, manual, SD, SF, wireless with A, B, C & channel selection (2.4GHz
Nisssin Air System & optical)(*4)

External power pack socket

For Nissin power pack & original factory power pack

Dimensions

112(H) x 73(W) x 98(D) mm / 4.4(H) x 2.9(W) x 3.6(D) inches

Weight

300g / 10.8oz
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